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We acknowledge that we know, grow and go on the land of which the people of the Kulin Nations have
been custodians since time immemorial.  We honour this history and commit ourselves to

reconciliation between all people, the land and the Creator Spirit.

HELP BRING A BOWL TO THE TABLE
At Credo Café everyone is welcome to join us for a free meal.

Nestled behind the exclusive establishments on Collins Street, Credo Café is a special place where
volunteers lovingly prepare meals, which are then shared by people who would perhaps never cross
paths as they eat, talk and laugh together. Each week hundreds of people come to Credo Cafe - the
homeless, the disadvantaged, university students, office workers and professionals gather together

to enjoy a home-style meal in a homely environment.

To make it feel even more like home and foster a sense of belonging, lunch is served in bowls
crafted and hand painted by members of the Credo Café community. With time and good use, these

beautiful bowls, each one unique, break and need to be replaced. We need your help to replace
these bowls. It’s going to cost $1500 to remake new bowls for Credo, please support the Credo Café

community and help us bring a bowl to the table.

Donations can be made through http://pozible.com/bringabowltothetable.



Seeds City

“There’s a hunger beyond food that’s expressed in food, and that’s why feeding is always a kind of miracle.”

Sara Miles, “Take this Bread”

During lent this year Andreana worked with CSBC and Urban Seed to host a Lenten bible study
series for people wanting to go deeper into Christianity and explore the basics of radical discipleship.
“Dinner with Jesus” consisted of the coming together of a diverse range of people from CSBC
deacons, to Central House residents, to some who come to our Seeds dinners and others who are
part of the Credo Community. Participants shared a delicious meal every week, as was evidenced by
the mouth watering smells wafting to the neighbouring levels in Central House each Monday evening
during lent. The studies lead to some great discussions which allowed people to journey deeper with
one another & with God. At the conclusion there were several who indicated they would like to
continue exploring and deepening their discipleship together through discipling partnerships. It
seems that, once again, the opportunity to gather around a meal allowed for a unique deepening of
relationships and discipleship journeys that may not have been possible otherwise.

Our fortnightly Thursday night meals continue to gather a small bunch of very faithful people to
share life and a meal and some reflection time. Some of these guys (and they are mostly guys!) have
been gathering with us for some years now. We’ve re-connected with a friend this year who was a
regular attender some years back but as a result of some conflict had stayed away for some time.

On the topic of kids and spirituality, I have recently been attending a series through Wellspring called
“Soul Parenting”. Although it is more about helping busy parents find creative ways to connect with
God and their soul as part of the parenting journey, I’m sure the outcomes pay dividends for our
children! Details for these monthly reflection times can be found at www.wellspring.org. Below is a
list of recommended reading I received as part of these sessions. These books look mostly like
parenting books, but maybe a good challenge would be to read them in light of what they have to say
for caring and nurturing children communally.

POINTS FOR PRAYER:

 A number of our covenanted mob has been facing significant health and family crises. Pray for
their spirits as they journey through a really difficult time, for their families, and for our mob as
we endeavour to support each other well.

 Pray for those who were part of “Dinner with Jesus” bible studies and that this may be an
opportunity for an ongoing deepening of their discipleship.



Prayers of healing a recovery for Christop

One of Mehrin's colleagues has suggested that I
should visualise what I will be like an what I will be
doing when I am better, to keep focused on recovery
while I am hospital. So I am starting to do some
drawings of myself when I am better. This is me
making paella with too much fire! -

Something else I'm looking forward to doing when I'm
better: going for walks in the city.

Been continuing to draw what it will be like when I'm
better. Today Mehrin brought me a gift of sunflower
seeds to plant when I am better, so that is what I have
drawn tonight. The first thing I can remember growing
was sunflowers, from the food we fed our rabbits in
Noble Park when I was a kid.

Something else I'm looking forward to (and already
working on): evicting stress! In the gospels, healing
stories are never about just curing diseases, there is
always more going on. Often Jesus is also addressing
something that is behind the illness. It seems that
when I'm unwell, stress is often involved, so I have
been reading a bit about how stress effects our
bodies, and how we can combat this. Hopefully I can
write a proper blog post about what I've been learning
soon.

When I am better I'm looking forward to having a
coffee on the Verandah at CSBC. (Rehab coffee is
better than hospital coffee, but still has a way to go!)

Christop is now out of hospital and rehab – although
further test results are pending

it seems to be some kind of arthritis –
full recovery will be a slow journey but at least

that journey will be from home !



“Feeling the cleansing power of tears today, and the small
shoot of joy that can emerge from that wet achy place. Peter
my heart will always ache for you, and will miss you every
time I look at the empty place at the table. But in this
moment I feel that peace that comes from crying my fill of
tears for the day; and the peace that comes from knowing
that you are grinning away someplace else, and breathing
heavenly lung-fulls of air...”

Andreana

Thoughts and prayers are with Andreana, Dave, and their
family in remembering and grieving the loss of Peter (her younger brother) to cancer last week, Peter has requested
that in lieu of flowers donations be made to Chipata Compound School, Kitwe, Zambia. This is a special project
supported by Whittlesea Uniting Church, assisting orphaned children with a school, food and housing.

Funds can be transferred electronically to:
Whittlesea Uniting Church     BSB 063 855 Account No 1002 8986 Description ‘Zambia’

Upcoming dates of interest

June: June 1st , Seeds Retreat Day – Bendigo (please note this has been brought forward a week so
as not to clash with long weekend!)

July : N.T. Wright will speak at three public conferences in Melbourne during the week of July 16-20, the
first of which will be hosted by Ridley (location TBA), when he will speak on “Paul, Jesus, and the
Mission of God’s People”, while the second conference also hosted by Ridley is based on his new
book: “Paul and the faithfulness of God”. He’ll then finish his visit to Melbourne with some filming
and a two-day conference for the Uniting Church of Australia (location TBA) on “Wisdom’s Feasts”

August: 9-11 August Covenanted members Seeds Retreat@ Adekate

November: A Different Way 9-15 November Country Victoria and inner city Melbourne
Come and spend a week exploring Christian alternatives in areas of money, employment,
consumption, sustainability, family, community, care for creation and serving the poor. The
week will be split between time in country Victoria and inner city Melbourne, hanging out
with a couple of Christian communities exploring a new way of living.
Cost: $100, Registrations close 26 October. Places will be limited, so hurry!
Greg Hewson greg@tear.org.au



Wellspring Soul Parenting Resources

Books - Spirituality/Parenting

Parenting with Soul, Sally Collings
God’s Whisper in a Mother’s Chaos, Keri Wyatt Kent
Sacred Parenting: How Raising Children Shapes Our Souls, Gary Thomas
Simplicity Parenting: Using the Extraordinary Power of Less to Raise Calmer, Happier, and More Secure
Kids, Kim Payne and Lisa Ross
Nurturing a Gentle Heart: Exploring spirituality with pre-schoolers, Kristen Hobby
Sleeping with Bread: Holding what gives you life, D, S and M Linn
An Altar in the World, Barbara Brown Taylor
The Quotidian Mysteries, Kathleen Norris
In the Midst of Chaos, Bonnie J Miller-McLemore
Mitten Strings for God: Reflections for Mothers in a Hurry, Katrina Kenison
General parenting (most available at local library)
Children are people too, Louise Porter
Bully busting, Evelyn M. Field
Kids’ skills, Ben Furman
From surviving to thriving, Andrew Fuller
Raising real people, Andrew Fuller
Politically Incorrect Parenting, Nigel LattaTry also Peoplemaking shop in Camberwell Rd (Opposite Town Hall)
Websites and Blogstheideaofhome.blogspot.com.auslowfamilyliving.comsimplicityparenting.comwellspringcentre.org.auashburtonbaptist.org.au
Children’s Books

Prayer, Alex Sangster
The Big Box, Toni Morrison



Seeds Bendigo

The new year has opened strongly in Bendigo, with Seeds members quickly immersed in the busyness
of family, work and community life.

Our “official” Seeds year began with the customary annual retreat at McCrae – a great opportunity to
relax together, play all sorts of games with the kids and knock around our ideas about the shape our
community life could take in 2013.

For the first time in a few years, it wasn’t cold and raining that weekend, so we grabbed the chance
to swim, run, walk and generally enjoy the sea air.

During our evening discussions, we shared our feelings again on the thought of forming a stronger
connection with the Anglican Diocese in Bendigo.  The local bishop is keen to do something and we,
as a group, are quite open to it.

Dave has been doing some thinking on the pros and cons of such a move and it was good to kick
those ideas around some more.

A new development which has taken shape over the past few months is the move to appoint three of
our number as “community chaplains”, with specific roles to fulfil in deepening our contacts within
the Long Gully community.

Delwyn, Anthea and Rose Vincent (from the Bendigo Cornerstone community) have all taken up
particular responsibilities in our local pre-school and schools alongside Anthea and Delwyn’s
management of the “Out of the Box” toy library, which runs at St Matthew’s in conjunction with a
popular playgroup.

The funding for this enterprise has come through Australian Gospel Resources, an organisation which
has already helped us substantially in setting up the toy library.

Please pray for these three as they establish themselves in their latest roles.

A little later in the year, Seeds Bendigo threw its support behind Clean Up Australia Day, part of the
estimated 550,300 volunteers who donned gloves and dragged bags around looking for rubbish that
day.

Peter Noble wore the captain’s hat and directed the team around the Long Gully creek and reserve,
resulting in a decent haul of cans, papers, cardboard, plastic and other debris.

Overall, the day saw around 16,150 tonnes of rubbish collected around the country – including our
little bit!

We continue to meet twice a month for Gully Gathering at St Matt’s, twice a month for Bible studies
and once a month for dinner.  We also have monthly working bees in the garden at the church and
have planned an Autumn Clean Up Day at St Matt’s for later in May.

Following our chat at McCrae, we have decided to focus on the book of James for the start of this
year, splitting our Seeds Suppers into two groups (boys one night, girls the next for the time being).
We take it in turns to lead the evening and have really enjoyed the discussions that have ensued.



One issue which has cropped up this year affecting some of our group is difficulties with the
Department of Human Services over foster care arrangements.

We have one full-time foster-child in the community at present and others have a personal interest in
the issue, so it’s a matter which has been of concern over the past month or so.

On a personal note, Delwyn started a new part-time job in late April with Bendigo Health, plying her
trade as a social worker, and Bronwyn (BJ) flies out of Australia on May 20 for a 12-month child
welfare management role in Cambodia.

Kylie has returned to teaching part-time at Bendigo’s NETschool, an annexe of Bendigo Senior
Secondary College.

More good news comes from Jonathan and Kim Cornford, from Manna Gum in Footscray, who have
told us they plan to relocate to Bendigo next year.

Please pray for us all in Long Gully, as we seek to engage in loving ways with our neighbours.

Colin

Seeds Doveton?

We have recently been approached by 3 families in Doveton who are interested in exploring what the
Seeds charism might be able to offer to their expression of faith and community in their little corner of

Melbourne... introducing Deb and Paul Tunney with Jubilee (almost 4yrs old) and Ezra (2yrs), Jim and Julie
Reheir and Josh and Niki Oostwoud (with newborn Johan Emmanuel who just arrived 9 May)

The Doveton mob will be Companions with us between now and the end of the year as we discern in this
process together so please look out for them at Retreat Days and keep an ear out for opportunities to

connect and converse and hold this process prayerfully.



As some of you know, in 2011 we bought an 18 acre block in Mandurang South (about 15min south of
Bendigo). The block is 2/3 cleared with national park on two sides and privately owned bush on the other
two. The soil is a medium clay and quite depleted, but we have hope! For a while now, we have felt called
towards restoration and use of such a piece of land as a place of livelihood and also retreat for those who
may need some time out.

We have just been issued with a planning permit that allows us to
begin the process of building some structures on the block. The
permit allows for a few different buildings, idea being that there
might be space for a couple of permanent families/people and a
couple of temporary residents/retreaters. Since it is only one title
(at this stage), we are looking into options that allow for shared
ownership of property. Shared ownership is achievable with a well
thought legal structure, but it is very counter cultural and not often
done.

If any of you are interested in communal living in a rural location,
we'd be very keen to start or continue a conversation. Even if the
conversation isn't around this block of land, we are keen to discuss
this idea and options in a general sense.

Love from Di, Ali, Reuben & Pearl.



Seeds Footscray

The Footscray mob have had a bit of a crazy and drama
filled last few months but we are settling into normal
rhythms of life nicely again. In amongst 2 kids in
hospital and car accidents, we managed to continue
everything we are involved in, commitments were kept
because we banded together pitched in as we shared
the anxiety and pain. Although very challenging, it was
really encouraging to see how much our mob holds
and how much we need each other. Everyone is quite
well again and there haven’t been any more car
accidents. For those of you who heard about Isaac’s
injuries, we are happy to say and praise God that he is
so much better, healing beautifully and growing into a
more curious and happy little boy everyday.

Following our Footscray mob retreat we decided to trail something new and make our weekly dinner
closed for 3 months. It was a fantastic time of just spending some more time together as a group, learning
more of each others stories and growing closer, growing home with one another. From questions like
‘what is a great road trip memory’ or ‘how does your family do conflict’ stories arose, history and culture
was revealed and I certainly feel we all gained a greater insight into how and why we’ve come to this point
of who we are so far. As fantastic as it was, it was very lovely opening the doors again for guests and
community members to join. Our reflection on it was that it was a great idea but we may have trialled it
during the wrong season (winter, closed housing spaces and more people = squished in Footscray homes,
as we are fast remembering). Opening up again has seen some new friends hanging out with us. Minh and
Long and their daughter Eden who have been involved previously, Liz who recently moved in with Ruth and
Ant and Bronwen a vet that’s just moved to Melbourne and interested in communities here.

Following on from our 3 month experiment and also with our group size increasing this year, we have
decided our Sunday lunches were going to be set up slightly differently with focusing in on 2 people each
month so that we could go more in depth rather than just managing to skim the surface. So far it’s been
working well, but we shall see how it evolves as we continue in the future.

The Curnows have been away visiting their roots in the UK recently and it’s been very odd not having them
around. The anticipation of the stories and cultural connections they’ve made in their travels lessen the
loss of their absence. Anthony also travelled recently going over to Guatemala to learn off his hero Patch
Adams and embrace his inner clown. It was a life changing trip for Anthony the consequences of which we
are excited to see begin unfolding. On the travel theme, I’m also off soon (June) to Glasgow in Scotland on
exchange with some travel tacked on. I’m really excited for the chance I have to do this, to see old friends,
go to a dear friends wedding, travel, experience other cultures and study in a place that is a little like
Footscray in its demographic, but working class instead of multicultural. I’m looking forward to the
unknown and the ways I’ll learn to know, grow and go in a different locality. I’ll miss Footscray immensely
but I’m looking forward to returning in Feb ’14 with many more stories to tell and many to hear and be
encouraged by.

Marita



‘Growing Home’ With the Kids in Cornwall
This week Seeds Footscray said goodbye to the Curnow family as they went oversees for a month. This got me
thinking, why is it that Marcus is so obsessed with history and his heritage? After an hour long interview I got a
little closer to the answer. Not only that, we took the opportunity to delve a little deeper into why and how their
trip to Cornwall could stimulate some significant spiritual formation for the Curnow kids.

It’s the middle of the 1847 potato famine and a bunch of Curnows are leaving Cornwall in search of greener pastures
to a place sophisticated people call South Australia. Apparently Marcus’ ancestors had worked on a farm in Cornwall
called ‘Bog farm’. How ironic that they traded one bog for another and ended up in Adelaide!

6 generations later and I’m sitting in a room with two
of their descendants – Marcus and Lorinda Curnow –
the children of a Methodist pastor who brought
them up “singing boring Methodist hymns on hard
wooden pews”. You have to wonder, what makes
these two so enthusiastic about Cornish stuff now!?

Lorinda describes a trip to Helston, a place in
Cornwall where they were holding a ceremonial
cultural day called a ‘Furry dance’. Despite the name,
apparently a ‘Furry dance’ is a massive street-party
where people sing hymns and drink beer! She
explained how the locals all gathered in close on a
corner, and whilst holding each other up, sung old
songs with ‘the most beautiful harmonies’ - just like
her Dad who loved a harmony back in the old days at
church.

However it didn’t take Lorinda long to realize that these songs had some intensely deep meaning for these Cornish
people – especially when they sung one of her childhood tunes - ‘Bound for South Australia.’ She describes the scene
to me, “Everyone’s tearing up. They sing it with more conviction, more understanding and more passion than
Australians do. Because they’re singing about their ancestors that left the country and they knew that they’d never
see them again. I felt like I represented all of those that went away. For the first time I felt like I was a part of a
bigger picture and a bigger story than I realized. I was part of Cornwall.”

Marcus chimed in with some ‘seedy’ theology, “for me this is about ‘growing home’. It’s a reconciliation of the
people and the places that have shaped us.” Lorinda joined some of the dots, “This experience reconnects me to a
part of my identity that I didn’t know was relevant. It makes my story whole, more full.” I’m picturing some black and
white lines suddenly emblazoned with colour – probably because Lorinda seems so arty.



But how does this relate to God? Marcus explains that, “ultimately, knowing God is like coming home.” I’m reminded
of the Hebrew idea of ‘shalom’. Marcus resumes, “We’re going to take the kids to the places they’re named after
and tell them what they’re names mean. I’m going to take Peran to Perranporth and tell him about the stories of St
Piran.” Lorinda discloses some expertise on childhood spirituality as she talks about how physically being in the
spaces is important. “The singing - it uses a lot of senses. - Walking along the land while we tell the story – [its] rich
sensory learning.”

Marcus continues, “The way the kids are treated is going to be important. When we called our son Peran, people
emailed from Cornwall saying it brought tears to their eyes when they found out.” Lorinda tells me a story of how
she was embraced when she was last there and saw that her name was Curnow. “Being embraced, feeling a sense of
belonging and that you share something - that you mean something to someone else.” The experience of visiting
Cornwall has obviously contributed to a sense of wholeness for both of these guys.

One of Mark Sayers’ books talks about the sense of dislocation Generation-Y has had because we’re no longer
grounded by our community or even our locality – we’re forever on the road. I’m reminded by the seeds query, ‘how
will we be family to one another?’ Our sense of identity is a combination of the people and places from our past and
the church that Jesus says are our new mothers and brothers (Mark 3). We live in a globalized, cyberspace world
where everyone can know your name without anyone knowing the real you. I can see how a real life visit to see
family and homeland can give us a better sense of who we are, where we fit and how this helps us to live and walk as
God has called us to be.

Please consider financially supporting the Seeds Network

The Seeds Network does wonderful work in neighbourhoods across Victoria, we have a simple
structure that supports connections and shares resources between those who are members.  We
have a vision for a structure that supports a paid role half a day a week that gets someone’s best
energy focused on resourcing the network so the network is enriched to serve others well.

Contributions/tithes can be made to:

Saltbush Community Initiatives Inc
Reference: "Seeds Network"
BSB - 633000
Account - 131922296

Please note that these contributions are NOT tax deductible.



April Retreat Day @ Newmarket

Kids Faith & Spirituality

What are the queries?

 What roles/permission/authority do I have to care
for kids?
 How do we pass on the stories of Jesus without
Sunday school?
 How can we hold the differences between kids,
tweens and teens well?
 How do kids worship? How are we inviting them to
participate meaningfully? Integrated vs. separate?
 How do single/non-parents nurture?
 Formation, Response-ability? What is good work?
 Rites of passage – affirmation in faith
 Education/method/imagination
 How can we support adults as faith educators?

A blend of some ideas currently in practice and
someday/maybe inspiration from our readings on the
day:

 Touch at prayers can be significant and centring – at
Chris and Katherine’s they hold hands around the
table during grace.  Eamon and Xav able to have a go.

 Prayer together as a family – Gin and Jeff praying with
Maya as they put her down, creating the
rhythm/practice from a young age.

 Not just Sunday School but how do children learn
then practice a charism that is different e.g. Conflict

The quick notes:

Ritual

Relationships

Story



resolution (see “Fighting Fair” resource from the Hursts below)
 Chronos vs. Kairos time with God.  God is around all the time.  Children can be attuned to mystery and wonder of

world around them – can we engage this meaningfully? Nitrous oxide at the dentist (sharp intense burst during
Sunday School) vs. oxygen which is freely available all the time (connecting with God in any manner of ways and
places)

 Big brother/big sister model (pair up an
adult with each child).  Intentional but
minimal commitment – take out once in
the school holidays, dish up their meal
at community dinner, ask questions
about the movie they watch during our
monthly chats (creates space for others
to nurture and supports families).
Casually do this now in Footscray but
could be more intentional.

 Power of ritual in transformation e.g.
covenanting service. We read the
covenant together, how could we
involve kids directly in ritual of covenant from Shane to Ewen to me (adult)?importance of BELONGING

 Symbolic use of body and movement to create a physical response – ACTIVE expression.  Eg. Might be buying a 3
pack of bubble mix at the $2 shop sitting in the mall to blow them and sharing when and if other children show
an interest – how do we teach our children to be generous?

 Children don’t have a choice about belonging to Seeds.  Soul care comes through community relationship.
Children shouldn’t control the action of families. Difficult to create a positive place for spiritual nurture of
childrentrend towards treating children more like adults and expecting more sophistication and responsibility
from our kids than they are ready for. “members of the family are interdependent on each other, not

independent individuals pursuing their own agenda
who happen to occupy the same home.  Vital
families nurture family relationships conducive to
the spiritual formation of their members”. (p128
“Formational Childrens Ministry”)
 Write on doorframes and gates (blood of
lamb protecting first born).  What messages so we
have up around our home that indicate a child of
God lives here?
 Baptist church has baptism as an adult.
Dedication as a child.  Don’t “belong” to a Baptist
church as a child. How do kids join the Seeds
network?

Once there was a girl whose life was full of wonder

 Ways to pray with kids: Examen “sads” and “glads”; thanks, gimme, wow, oops; one word breathed.
 Footscray mob have covenanted for a few people to each come up with one hour which could serve as Sunday

School for our kids.  Share the responsibility for this to happen. Minimal and therefore manageable
commitment.

 Ritual has to be repetitive to be effective. “Light of the world...” kids know the words because we use it often.
 Stages of development e.g. ride a bike – repetitive, false starts, supported then independencehow o they

learn and process at this age?



 Giving children community a strong sense of community
is the best ay to support them in their faith.  Kids need significant
relationships! Faith in action and seeing others in community.
Delwyn: Kids love talking about who their godparents are, sense
of “specialness”
 Learn a lot from each other – different ages of children
together.  Family traditions are significant.  Power of stories –
parents telling stories about when they were little.  Language
given to what kids are seeing e.g. shared community meals. Marx
heard his Dad’s testimony on how he came to faith when he was
speaking at a church service – powerful/impacting .
 Adoption.  Therapeutic power of stories. “claiming” and
“belonging” and to a family of God.
 Naturally, frequently (Cornerstone) wait for structured
space.  Also, kids stories heard.  Introduce a theme/topic at
dinner.
 Wednesday nights often asked “who is coming to
dinner?” Up to parents to dictate/plan something.  Deliberate.
 Bake muffins with kids then give them away together.



Teens &

Adolescents
What worked on us?

Engaged in youth
programme at a

church

Have to distinguish
– distinct needs

Conversations

Stories

Argued with my
parents – allowed

to question...

Give role/responsibility:

Ewen Jesus @ Easter
Say prayers/light candle

Parents can’t play
the same role as

they did when they
were pre and

primary school
aged

Who are our kids peers? Youth group?
Other faith traditions? When part of a big
church you are connected with others with
similar values. If don’t have that, culturally
exposed to a variety of different messages

Don’t underestimate what kids
can understand. Recognise
growth.  Transition to more

interested in adult
conversation than that of

younger kids

Eat dinner together – good
to have established tradition

of family-centred time
BEFORE they are a teenager



Fighting Fair
How you both can win

Be willing to fix the problem...

Say what the problem is for you...

Listen to what the problem is for them...

Attack the problem, not the person...

Look for answers so everyone gets what they need...

Fouls
Name calling
Put downs
Sneering – Blaming
Threats – Hitting
Bringing up the past
Making excuses
Not listening
Getting even
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You are God’s servants
Gifted with dreams and visions
Upon you rests the grace of God like flames of fire
Love and serve the Lord in the strength of the Spirit
May the deep peace of Christ be with you
The strong arms of God sustain you
and the power of the Holy Spirit
strengthen you in every way

Amen


